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of the group. Nor need I confess to this with any shame as a juvenile
taste, rapidly adding that I have grown out of it. The Monet
Nenuphares do not deserve that; their drowsy green and rose
and white, their shadowy blues, light sliding and swaying from
flower to stem, stem to root, cool under the water, still ripple
gratefully through iny memory. Yet perhaps they are more easily
loved than the work of other painters of the same school, and
therefore one can say, not that one has grown out of them, but
swerved sideways towards Van Gogh, Renoir, Degas, Gauguin,
Sisley ; and later, Bonnard, Boudin, Utrillo and Vlaminck.
Another of my more juvenile enthusiasms, yet still far from
any phase on which one hastily shuts the door, was the artist Franz
Marc whom I adopted with such warmth after my first visit to
Munich; I could not be satisfied till I was given an excellent
reproduction of his Litde Red Horses to hang in the sitting-room
during my eight years of pre-war Albany. Moreover, I called my
favourite of my own novels "Litde Red Horses'*. For the first
three or four years, I was perfectly .happy with Franz Marc ; then
gradually, those gay cobby ponies began to irritate me a very little
bit, and I wished they would stop being quite so scarlet, because
they must know perfectly well that they were not scarlet; nor
was the pool up on the heath quite so blue; nor was there any
need for quite so much caracoling — especially in the mornings . . .
In fact the period of our married happiness was limited to about
four years or a bit less— .(quite a success, really !) and assuming that
one's stay on the desert island was for life, it were better not to
include Franz Marc's Horses.
But my still earlier taste was less respectable (using "respectable"
literally, as Jane Austen used it). Let us boldly confront it, facing
the worst first :
It was called, I think, "Poppies*5. But the poppies weren't the
half of it; .they were merely there to symbolize passion in the
barley. The man wore, if I Remember Aright, a huge shady
sun-tot, obviously the kind that one used to buy at St. Tropez
and which I miss so terribly nowadays; he had a bare brown
torso and something below the waistline, I forget what, but he
was certainly not wholly sans culotte. And he was holding a
damsel crushed up against him so that she could not have had any
breath left in her body, though I believe we were allowed a glimpse
of her face registering ecstasy. That was Poppies, that was.
It happened shortly after Pearl Harbour, that I was listening to
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